SDFC Methodology

SDFC Methodology is a culmination of 7 years of combining various player
development methodology.
Everyone claims to have a methodology. We have seen first hand this so
called methodology. What it takes to develop a methodology is something
that no one here has the patience or desire to dedicate the time and
energy to develop. It requires attention to detail.

Why Have a Curriculum
What is a curriculum
How does having a curriculum help Players
Difference between developing youth players vs. pro players

SDFC Game Model
We teach players to play out of the back. Players learn to keep possession
with intention. Keeping the ball alone with no intention is boring! To play an
attractive style of possession soccer, one must learn to play the chess game
of soccer. To move with the intention of disorganizing the opponent. To have
specific intentions.
In chess, a novice player, moves for the sake of moving. The great chess player
moves pieces not because it is their turn to move the chess piece. They move
each piece to instigate a reaction. They see 4-6 moves ahead. There is a meaning
to every move.
SDFC teaches players that every touch on the ball matters. That every
movement, every run, every pass, every dribble, to which side, every activity
must have a meaning and intention.
SDFC teaches players to keep and move the ball in order to move the opponent
to expose their weakness. To create superiority or a 1v1 situations that
provide us with at least one of the 2 different types of advantages in the 1v1
situations.
SDFC teaches players to play efficiently, creatively. To allow each player to be
able to express their own individuality. To teach players to use their
individuality, their creativity, their abilities to help their team become
successful. To entertain the crowd collectively AND individually.
We Attack when we don’t have the ball and we go back when we have the ball.

SDFC Curriculum
SDFC Game Model Principles
Game Moment 1:
Transition Offense to Defense

Game Moment 2:
Defensive organization

Game Moment 3:
Transition defense to offense

Game Moment 4:
Offensive organization

Within Each Game Moments, there are multiple Game principles.
For example:
Game Model 4 (Oﬀensive Organization)

•

Oﬀensive Organization Principle Number 4 (Move the opponents using constant
provocation with or without ball)

•

Oﬀensive Organization 1st Sub Principle to Principle 4 (4.1)- Identify and analyze the
opponent pressing lines (Attitude; Number; How many lines; etc.

•
•

Oﬀensive Organization Sub Sub Principle 1 (4.1.1)- Defining 3 lines in front of the ball (BL+PL+3oH)
Oﬀensive Organization Sub Sub Principle 3 (4.1.3)- Explore/take advantage of the provoked space
behind the opponents lines/position “Freedom with/without ball to create/provoke useful space for
myself or teammates”.

Group or Individual Scale
Group or Individual Scale
HABIT OBSERVATIONS:
- BODY PROFILE = ADJUSTED WITH THE OPPONENTS POSITION.
- HEAD UP = IDENTIFYING WHERE ARE THE DEFENDERS (NEED TO SEE THEM AND DECIDE)
- FIRST TOUCH FORWARD (THE BALL CAN ́T STAND BETWEEN THE LEGS)
MENTAL OBSERVATIONS:
- HAVING THE PATIENCE TO USE POSSESSION TO MOVE THE DEFENDERS.
- PLAY SOCCER WITH BARE FEETS (100% FEEL OF THE BALL)
INTERSECTORIAL:
- MIDFIELDERS SUB-DYNAMICS
- ATTACKING ZONE 9

The exercise for the day is designed based on players and the
Game Principles and customized to the habits required for
each player and group

